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Mica Peak Conservation Area

Background
The Mica Peak Conservation Area (MPCA) is comprised of 911

MCPA’s first trailhead was constructed on Belmont Road in

acres of forest, former logging roads and trails that currently

2015, facilitating access to the area’s trails. Permitted users

serve a variety of trail users. With altitudes ranging from

include hikers, mountain bikers, equestrians, wildlife viewers,

2,800’ to 4,800’, MPCA hosts a diversity of plant communities

cross country skiers and snowshoers. Although many users

such as sub-alpine, open Ponderosa Pine forest, as well as

enjoy the trail system and sweeping views of Spokane Valley

aspen and birch groves. Mica Peak is also home to robust

and the Palouse, the property also possesses a history of

populations of moose, black bear, cougar, white-tailed deer

illegal motorized use. Motorized users (mostly ATVs and dirt

and other wildlife. The property’s proximity to Washington

bikes) have caused damage to local trails, impacted the site’s

DNR lands and Liberty Lake Regional Park offers a unique

environmental resources, and created conflicts with non-

opportunity to connect large public land parcels and provide

motorized trail users.

a unique backcountry experience within easy reach of many
Spokane County residents.

History and Recent Improvements

Role of the Mica Peak Non-motorized
Recreation Plan
Although MPCA is a tremendous asset to the Spokane County’s

In 2013, Spokane County acquired the MPCA property

open space system, there are numerous opportunities to

through the Conservation Futures Program which dictates

improve the site for the benefit of both the public and the local

that the property must be used only by passive, non-motorized

ecosystems. Currently, a complex network of social trails and

recreational users limiting their impact on the area’s wildlife.

logging roads crisscross the site resulting in a confusing trail
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system. Additionally, many existing routes lead users off-site

guiding principals

onto private property, are redundant, or are heavily eroded.
Due to these factors, a complete assessment and plan for

The trail system shall be designed
for a variety of user types and
abilities.

renovating the overall trail system was necessary to create
a trail network that is logical, sustainable, and meets the
environmental goals of the Conservation Futures program.

The trail system shall preserve
a balance between recreational
users and wildlife needs.

Mica Peak Vision Statement:
The Mica Peak Non-Motorized
Recreation Plan seeks to establish
a sustainable, implementable, and
connected multi-use trail system within
Mica Peak Conservation Area and
adjacent recreation areas.

The trail shall provide a variety
of experiences and a range of
difficulties.
The trail system shall respect
private property but plan for
future expansion where feasible.
The trail system shall maintain
some vehicular access to and
around the Mica Peak CA.

Trails shall be designed with
constructability

and

long-term

maintenance in mind.

The planning process shall be
inclusive and transparent.

Existing logging road on DNR property
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Spokane Regional Bike Plan

Review of Previous Studies
A number of studies have influenced the MPCA NonMotorized Recreation Plan. These include the
•

The Spokane Regional Bike Plan (2008)

•

The Spokane County Regional Trail Plan (2014)

•

The Spokane County Parks, Recreation and Open
Space Plan (2014)

•

The Washington State Department of Natural
Resources Trails Policy (2015).

Many studies have emphasized the importance of regional
connectivity, and specifically mention strategies to integrate
MPCA into broader trail networks. Spokane County plans
were also crucial in fostering the acquisition of the MPCA
property in 2013.
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Spokane Regional Bike Plan (2008)
The Spokane Regional Transportation Council adopted the
Spokane Regional Bike Plan in May of 2008. The Plan identifies
bicycle and trail projects throughout Spokane County. The
plan specifically describes a trail project connecting Liberty
Lake Regional Park to Mica Peak. Inland Northwest Trails
Coalition, non-profit organizations, government agencies,
school districts, local businesses, and neighborhoods are
identified as key supporters.
PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

SUPPORT

OTHER SUPPORT

SECURED
FUNDING

Mica Peak Trail
from Liberty
Lake Regional
Park

Procure and develop a trail
connection that provides
access to Mica Peak from
Liberty Lake Regional Park
and state lands

Spokane County
Regional Trails
Plan, Spokane
County Parks
Recreation, and
Open Space Plan

Inland Northwest Trails Coalition,
non-profit organizations, government
agencies, school districts, local
businesses, neighborhoods

None

Matrix of bicycle projects considered by Spokane County

Spokane County Parks, Recreation, and Open
Space Plan (2014)
As with other plans, the Spokane County Parks, Recreation,
and Open Space Plan also recognizes the importance of
connecting Mica Peak CA to Liberty Lake Regional Park. Policy
5.5 in the plan states:
“Acquire and preserve land around Mica Peak to expand existing
Liberty Lake Regional Park and preserve existing trails utilized by
the public that currently traverse private property.”
Acquisition of Mica Peak was identified at several of the
public open houses associated with this plan.

Spokane County Parks, Recreation, and Open Space Plan
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Spokane County Regional Trail Plan (2014)
The Spokane County Regional Trail Plan recommends
connecting trails within Liberty Lake Regional Park to Mica
Peak. The plan acknowledges that work with Inland Empire
Paper Company is likely needed to develop a long-term
recreation plan to connect the two open space properties.
Connectivity to Saltese Uplands Conservation Area from
Liberty Lake Regional Park is also identified.

Mica Peak
Connector
(4-R)

Spokane County Regional Trail Plan
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Washington State Department of Natural
Resources Recreational Trails Policy (2015)
The Washington State Department of Natural Resources

may be decommissioned, abandoned, and restored to a
close approximation of the natural condition prior to the
disturbance.

(DNR) Recreational Trails Policy guides the development of

Primary Management Objectives

trails on DNR lands. As such this policy will affect the way

DNR will use Primary Management Objectives to indicate the

potential trails on the DNR parcel adjacent to MCPA may
be designed, constructed, and maintained. A thorough
understanding and incorporation of this policy into the

principle recreation type(s) for which a designated recreation
area is managed.

Mica Peak Non-motorized recreation plan will help promote

Trail Management Objectives

a cohesive and connected trail system if official trails are

DNR will establish Trail Management Objectives for new

developed on the DNR property in the future.

recreational trails that define the planned purpose and

Goals of the recreational trail policy include:

recreational trail experience. Trail management objectives

•

Offer recreational trail opportunities that cause
the least impact to the land in accordance with the
Primary Management Objective for the area, and
provide protection for water quality, and natural,
environmental, and cultural resources.

•

Expand designated recreational trail experiences that
DNR and its volunteers can support across the state

•

Maintain the lowest trail construction and
maintenance costs reasonable, based on site-specific
information, Primary Management Objectives, and
Trail Management Objectives

Recreational Trails Policy
Non-designated trails that are compliant and consistent
with the department’s recreational trail standards and
best practices and meet the applicable Recreational Trail
Development and Evaluation Criteria may be incorporated

may influence the trail planning and address issues such
as single use vs. shared use, two-way vs. one way trails, and
other trail design parameters.
Recreational Trail Development and Evaluation Criteria
DNR utilizes the following criteria when assessing an area for
new recreational trails or when evaluating existing trails:
•

Identification as a priority action in a recreation
planning process

•

Consistency with any statewide strategic or
management plan

•

Cost and benefit to the trust

•

The results of a site-specific suitability evaluation for
specific recreation types

•

Carrying capacity of the land based on land type,
recreational resources, quantity and intensity of
recreational use, and anticipated future pressures

•

The trail’s potential impact on the environment,
natural resources, and water quality, including the
risk of invasive species spread

into the recreational trail system. Trails that are determined
to be inconsistent with department’s recreational trail
standards and best practices or do not meet applicable
Recreational Trail Development and Evaluation Criteria
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•

Consistency with the Primary Management Objective
for the area

•

Adjacent landowner use and land management
practices

•

The reasonable availability of financial, staff, and
volunteer resources for planning, development, and
sustainable, long-term management and stewardship

•

The physical condition of the area in a landscape
context

•

Cost effectiveness (balance of development and longterm maintenance needs and costs)

•

Availability of appropriately sourced materials

•

Compatibility with nearby recreation types, patterns,
and intensities of recreational visits

•

Compatibility with land management responsibilities
and protections

•

Potential for safety hazards

•

Proximity to developed facilities, recreational trails,
and trail systems

•

Legal access

•

Need for permits and additional infrastructure/
development

•

Consistency with the Habitat Conservation Plan
objectives, components, and strategies including
consideration for threatened and/or endangered
species habitat

•

Sensitivity to cultural, archaeological, and/or historical
resources

•

Historical use of area

•

Location

•

Community needs being met

•

Recreational group, public, and volunteer input

•

Potential liability from off-site access points

•

Potential for encouraging future illegal trail building

•

Potential for enabling or increasing theft, vandalism,
garbage dumping, and other illegal activities

•

Suitability of existing trails as constructed

•

Capacity of rerouting, realigning, or readjusting trail
sections or features to meet the standards when the
rest of the trails meets standards.

•

Other management considerations, as needed
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existing conditions analysis
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Scenic view at Mica Peak Conservation Area

Existing Conditions Analysis Overview
A thorough study of the existing conditions at MPCA was

and constraints of the 911-acre site. Second, a GIS-based

conducted via individual and group efforts in order to

environmental analysis was conducted to determine

better understand the opportunities and constraints of the

suitable and unsuitable areas for trail development.

area. The existing conditions analysis was divided into two

This analysis examined criteria including proximity to

distinct efforts. First, resource mapping was conducted

private property, riparian areas, slope, slope aspect, and

utilizing volunteers. Equipped with mobile technology set

previously disturbed areas. The results of the volunteer

up to document site conditions, local residents and other

resource mapping and environmental analysis were

volunteers explored MPCA and registered existing trails,

combined to create a final trail suitability analysis to inform

scenic views, wetlands and erosion issues. This information

the development of the proposed trail plan.

was made available online, and compiled to help the
Planning Team better understand the site specific assets
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1. Open saved map fo
Press the “+” icon to

Volunteer Resource Mapping
MICA PEAK

In order to effectively investigate site conditions throughout

4. Select “Stream”
in the bottom
right corner; this
will capture the
location of trail
location as long
as it is turned on.
Select Submit when
data collection is
complete.

the 911-acre MPCA site, the Planning Team relied heavily

DATA COLLECTION
on local
INSTRUCTIONS: TRAIL LOCATION

trail advocates and volunteers to document site

conditions. The Planning Team set up and shared a mobile

application
that allowed volunteers to document existing
Use the following instructions to collect trail
centerline locations after syncing the base map
to your
trails
and site-specific features “control points” through their
device.
mobile devices. Assets and liabilities ranging from scenic
views to erosion issues were mapped and uploaded to the
project’s base mapping.
Instructions for downloading the mobile app were available
on the project
website
so map
volunteers
could
assist with field
1. Open
saved
for Mica
Peak.

Presson
thetheir
“+” icon
add new feature
mapping efforts
owntoschedules.
In addition, the

Planning Team conducted two field investigation days on

Screenshot of the mobile
3.2.Click
theParksTrails
map icon
Select
application used to
on
thefeature
top of the
from
list
document site conditions
screen (middle icon)

Saturdays where the planning team was available on-site to
help give direction
and guidance
4. Select
“Stream”for the field mapping efforts.
in the bottom
right corner; this
will capture the
location of trail
location as long
as it is turned on.
Select Submit when
data collection is
complete.

3. Click the map icon
on the top of the
screen (middle icon)

Volunteer mapping event
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5. Once connected
back to cell network
or wifi, be sure to
sync the map by
clicking the sync
button on the home
screen.

A TEAM EFFORT
Don’t forget the importance of
conservation of natural ecosystems
for recreational enjoyment of all
-Public Input Comment

52+ Miles
Travelled

200+ Points
Recorded

70+ VOLUNTEERS
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positive control points

Assets - Positive Control Points
Volunteers were used to map positive control points on the
MPCA property and adjacent lands. Positive control points

•

scenic views

•

sustainable water crossings

•

unique outcroppings or
landforms

•

unique landscapes

•

gentle sideslopes

reflect existing assets to MCPA and places that the proposed

Existing logging road
along the northern
edge of Mica Peak CA

trail system should connect. These range from scenic views,
to landscape features, to simply “places that volunteers
liked”. Existing stream crossings were also inventoried so
that the proposed trail layout can take advantage of existing
drainage infrastructure such as culverts
Relatively flat section
of an existing logging
road

View looking towards
Spokane

Ridgetop views
looking South
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Map 2.1: Positive Control Points
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negative control points

Constraints - Negative Control Points
Volunteers were used to map negative control points on

Heavily eroded area
along logging road

the MPCA property and adjacent lands. Negative control

•

eroded areas

points reflect existing site conditions that the proposed trail

•

potential wetlands

system should avoid or will require renovation in order to

•

steep areas

facilitate a sustainable trail system. These conditions ranged
from eroded areas caused by unsustainable trails or roads
to potential wetland areas*. Trail construction near or
through wetlands would require intensive trail construction
treatments and create undesirable environmental impacts.

Potential wetland near
existing logging road

Heavy rutting and
erosion along existing
logging road

Potential wetland near
existing logging road
* Volunteers utilized in this site inventory exercise
were not trained in wetland delineation. Any potential
wetlands identified should be evaluated by a professional
environmental scientist.
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Map 2.2: Negative Control Points
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Environmental Resource Mapping
In addition to volunteer resource mapping that identified
positive and negative control points for the proposed trail
system, the Planning Team also analyzed a number of
environmental conditions to assess trail suitability. The
following variables were analyzed within ArcMap GIS software
in order to produce a comprehensive environmental analysis:
•

Proximity to private property

•

Riparian Zones

•

Slope

•

Slope Aspect

•

Previously Disturbed Areas

Proximity to Private Property
Trespassing concerns and private property rights can
be an important consideration when developing a nonmotorized trail plan. Mica Peak is currently bound by lands
that allow public access through recreation permits on the
east and west by the Washington DNR and IEP respectively.
Private property to the north and the south could provide
opportunities for prohibited motorized users to access Mica
Peak or for trail users to potentially access private lands.
Locating trails beyond 200’ from private property lines can
help to alleviate these concerns.

Some existing trails on MPCA lead off-site to private property
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Map 2.3: Private Property Proximity
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Riparian Zones
Riparian zones are an important consideration when
designing a trail system. Buffers can protect water sources
from pollution, provide bank stabilization, and serve as
wildlife habitat (USDA). In addition, drainage ways are subject
to erosion and sedimentation created by trail users. Western
Washington riparian management zones establish a 50’ core
buffer zone where activity and impact restrictions exist for
the purposes mentioned above. Avoiding these areas where
possible will minimize the need for permitting and lessen the
environmental impacts of the trail system.

Existing riparian stream on MPCA
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Map 2.4: Riparian Zones
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Slope
Steep slopes are inherently more prone to erosion than
gentle slopes. Steeper slopes often require the trail to be
broken up into smaller “trail watersheds” to limit the erosion
potential of the faster moving runoff. Given the topography
of Mica Peak, slopes have a major influence on the suitability
of particular areas of Mica Peak to be developed for nonmotorized trail uses. The map at right has categorized the
slopes at MPCA into four categories:
•

0 - 20% slopes (most suitable)

•

20 - 30% slopes

•

30-40% slopes

•

40% + slopes

Figure 3.8 Disturbed Areas Map

Steep trail running below the powerlines at MPCA
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Map 2.5: Slope Analysis
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Slope Aspect
Aspect is the direction that a particular landform faces.
North-facing slopes are typically colder and wetter than
south-facing ones. Trails in these areas often hold moisture
longer and can create hazardous trail conditions and more
frequent maintenance issues. Clearing and grubbing is also
often more intense on north-facing slopes.

Trails on south-facing slopes such as these dry out more quickly than
north-facing slopes
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Map 2.6: Slope Aspect
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Disturbed Areas
Renovating or developing trails along existing roads, trails,
and previously-impacted areas creates fewer environmental
impacts than trail development in undisturbed areas. MPCA’s
history as a working timber forest has created visible impacts
such as previously clear cut timber areas and logging access
roads. These areas already influenced by human activity
present an opportunity to route trail systems through less
pristine natural areas and thereby minimize impacts to local
ecosystems and wildlife. In addition, utility infrastructure,
such as the Avista transmission line that crosses the site,
could meet these requirements as well. Areas with recent
timber harvests were identified through aerial photography
and compiled with other site disturbances in the map at right.
Previously logged area of Mica Peak
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Map 2.7: Previously Disturbed Areas
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Composite Trail Suitability
After identifying the main environmental constraints and
opportunities, MPCA’s environmental conditions were
analyzed together in order to produce a comprehensive
picture of suitable and unsuitable areas for trail building
within the conservation area.
Each of the environmental conditions previously described

CRITERIA
Within 300’
of private
property?

(proximity to private property, riparian zones, slope, slope

Within 50’ of
existing

aspect and previously disturbed areas) were assigned a

stream?

value within ArcMap GIS software. Areas unsuitable for trail
Percent slope

assigned low values. Suitable areas for trail development,

were assigned high values. Calculations were conducted in

No or unsuitable for
trail development

20-30% slopes- 4 pt
30-40% slopes- 2 pt
40%+ slopes- 1 pt

such as areas outside buffers, within existing disturbed areas,
as well as gentle and East,West and South-facing slopes

No or unsuitable for
trail development

0-20 % slopes - 6 pt

development, such as areas within private properties and
riparian zones, steep slopes, or north facing slopes, were

SCORE

Slope aspect

S, W, E aspects- 2 pt
N aspects- 1 pt

ArcMap to yield a composite analysis that accounted for the
various types of site conditions under consideration. The

Within 200’

results of this effort area shown in Map 2.8: Composite Trail

of disturbed
areas?

Suitability on the facing page. Areas of MPCA shaded red
have been determined as less suitable for trail development,
while areas in green are more suitable.
The volunteer resource mapping results have been overlaid
on this analysis to guide the development of a recommended
trail system.
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Trail Suitability Analysis Methodology

Disturbed areas- 3 pt
Undisturbed areas- 1 pt

Map 2.8: Composite Trail Suitability
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3

public involvement
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Participants designing their own trail system during open house

Public Involvement Overview
Throughout the development of the MPCA Non-motorized

These efforts helped keep the public engaged over the

recreation plan, the Planning Team stayed in contact with

life of the plan and has resulted in a final master plan that

local trail users, advocates and stakeholders through a

represents a collaborative effort among many different

variety of means including:

user groups. Specifically the following trail advocacy groups

•

A project website hosting updated information

•

Two organized volunteer mapping days (previously
described in Chapter Two)

•

One public open house presenting results of the
existing conditions analysis

•

One public open house presenting the draft trail plan
and guidelines

•

Numerous email blasts to a contact list of over 80
interested stakeholders and users

donated significant resources to the project:
•

Evergreen East Mountain Biking Alliance: Eastern
Washington Chapter

•

Inland Empire Backcountry Horseman

•

Washington Trails Association
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public involvement
process

Project Website
The Mica Peak Non-Motorized Recreation Plan website
displayed an array of information about the project including
project goals, background, maps and updates on the open

volunteer field
inventory

houses and meetings held along the process. Each meeting’s
materials and surveys were made available at the website
during the entire duration of the project. This way, people
that were unable to attend the open houses could follow the
plan’s progress as well as provide their questions, concerns

existing
conditions

and opinions throughout the planning process.

public open
house

trail plan &
guidlines

public open
house

draft
plan

volunteers
field verify
trail plan

final plan
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Project website

Existing Conditions: Open House #1
The first public open house, held in July 2016, provided the
public with an introduction to the project, an opportunity
to comment on the existing conditions analysis, and an
opportunity to communicate their desires for the future Mica
Peak trail system. Open house participants were encouraged
to provide input through a written survey, as well as a “design
your own trail system” exercise utilizing the results of the trail
suitability analysis.
Local residents and MPCA users identified the following key
elements to consider:
•

Improved Wayfinding

•

Control of Motorized Vehicles

•

Access to Restrooms and Drinking Water

•

Improved Parking

•

Improved Trail Sight Lines

•

Mount Bike Speed Control

•

Access to Winter Activities

•

Preservation of Natural Habitat

•

Erosion Control
Public Input during Open Houses
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Community Survey Results
Survey Results

Trail
User

CONFLICTS

The survey gathered information on visiting frequency, types
of activities performed, quality of interaction with other trail

Major
Themes

TOP FIVE MAIN THEMES MENTIONED BY
SURVEY PARTICIPANTS:

T
U

users as well as user conflicts. The graphics at right and left
illustrate the findings of the survey.

CON

Design your own Trail System Exercise
TOP THREE POTENTIAL TRAIL
CONFLICTS RATED BY SURVEY
PARTICIPANTS:

1

#

Participants were encouraged to consider environmental
factors such as private property boundaries, riparian zones,

Improved
Wayfinding

Control of
Motor Vehicles

Restroom
Access

TOP THREE P
CONFLICTS R
PART

slope, aspect and disturbed areas, in order to propose their
preferred trail system for Mica Peak Conservation Area.
Improved
Trail Maps

More/Improved
Parking

Information gathered through design-your-own trail system
exercise are summarized in Map 3.1 at right.
Trails in green represent routes designated as “preferred”

Hiking

by meeting attendees. Trails in red represent trails to be
Hiker & Equestrian

2

eliminated from the system and return to natural habitat.
The thicker the line, the higher the number of people that

Dogwalking

Trail

ACTIVITIES

Hiker &

Moutain Biking
Nature/Birdwatching
Jogging/Running

preferred or eliminated such route.

Horseback Riding

#

Snowshoe
Cross-country Ski
RESPONDENTS

0

5

10

15

20

0

11% 4%

Mountain Biker & Hiker

Once or twice
a week

3

#3

%

Visit

FREQUENCY

14%

Once a year
or less

Mountain
Once or twice
a month

43%

Almost daily

st daily

Dogs & Mountain Biker
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29%
Every few
months

Dogs & M

Map 3.1: Public Input Map Results
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Open House #2
& Field Investigation
Results
TOP THEMES AND INPUT HEARD AT THE 2ND
PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE AND SUBSEQUENT FIELD
INVESTIGATIONS

1

#

Open House #2 & Additional Volunteer Field Work
Open House #2: Trail System Recommendations
The second public open house, held on September 15th,
provided the trail users, advocates, and stakeholders with
an opportunity to review the draft design guidelines and
proposed trail plan. Approximately fifty people attended the
open house ranging from neighbors to users and advocates.
One of the primary take-aways from the second public open
house was the desire to promote the conservation values
associated with the Conservation Futures program that
allowed purchase of the MPCA property. Nearly 3 miles of
proposed trails were removed following this feedback.
Additional Volunteer Field Work

Focus on conservation. Reduced
the amount of new trail proposed

2

#

In order to comply with the requirements of the Conservation
Futures grant, volunteer hours were pledged by many of
the area trail advocates. Following the second open house,
additional field visits were organized with the various
volunteer groups to verify and fine-tune the draft trail system
recommendations. This additional field work by trail groups
with a solid history of building and constructing local trails
was invaluable in refining the recommendations and creating

Refined trail alignments to take
further advantage of existing
logging roads

#3

a trail plan with excellent public consensus.

Additional

refinements to the plan during this stage included:
•

Extension of the mountain bike flow trail

•

Reductions in the amount of new trail proposed

•

Rerouting of trails to further take advantage of
existing logging roads

Extended the mountain bike
flow trail
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Public Input during Open House #2

This Page Intentionally Left Blank
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4

trail design guidelines
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Single-Track Multi Use Trail

Trail Design Guidelines Overview
The following section includes guidance for the development
of various types of trails at Mica Peak.

of experiences, views and interests within the MPCA. Single
Track trails provide a more personal experience while having

Additionally, four main types of trails were identified in the

a lower impact in the surrounding environment. Lastly,

newly proposed system at MPCA:

Mountain Bike Flow Trails were planned in order to provide

•

New Multi-Use Spine Trails

•

Renovated Multi-Use Spine Trails

•

New Multi-Use Single Track Trails

•

Mountain Bike Flow Trails

an exclusive and diverse route for mountain-bikers only. This
will reduce user conflict in established high-conflict areas,
and ensure a safer experience for all trail users.

Multi-Use Spine Trails are generally wide (6’-8’) trails that
will serve a variety of recreational uses, as well as access
of service and maintenance vehicles. They will also serve as
connections from the park entrance to all single track and
mountain bike flow trails within the area. Single Track Trails
were proposed in order to accommodate a wider variety
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recreational trail design
resources
A number of resources exist that can provide
guidance for the design and construction of

Trail Construction Best Practices

xx

xx

Take people where they want to go
Get people where they want and need to go and avoid routes that will cause impacts or
problems.
Provide a Gradual, Varied Route

recreational trails. Guidance ranges from
state and federal sources to specific manuals

Continuous routes without abrupt changes are enjoyable for more users, leave a lighter impact,

targeted for certain trail users.

on the land and are less likely to experience short-cutting

•

•
•

•
•

United States Access Board
Proposed Public Rights-of-way
Accessibility Guidelines
USDA Trail Construction and
Maintenance Notebook
USFS Equestrian Design Guidebook
for Trails, Trailheads, and
Campgrounds
Minnesota DNR Trail Planning,
Design, and Development Guidelines
International Mountain Bicycling
Association’s Managing Mountain
Biking

Keep Users on the Trail
Sustainable trails and trail systems must meet different users’ needs. If they do not, users may
abandon the trails and / or create their own, less sustainable trails.

1/2

Follow the “half-rule”
A trail’s gradient (percent slope) should not be any greater than half the grade of the hillside
that it contours along.

10% AVG

Lay out at ten percent average grade, maximum
An average trail grade of 10% or less will be most sustainable, on most soils and for most users.

15%-25% MAX

Establish a realistic maximum sustainable grade
Max. grades vary based on factors such as soils, rainfall, the half rule, grade reversals, user type,
desired difficulty level, and number of users.
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blend
backslope

3-5% slope

full bench
6’ to 8’ natural surface trail

Renovated Multi-Use Spine Trails
INTRODUCTION
Several existing logging roads on Mica Peak are currently
being utilized as trails. Many of these corridors present the
opportunity to be included in the final, recommended trail
system but could benefit from improvements to reduce

utilize drainage dips or
water bars to improve
logging road drainage

erosion or improve the trail experience. These routes are
also intended to support limited, authorized vehicular

10’ to 12’
vertical
clearance

access for maintenance and emergency response purposes.

revegetate shoulders

DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS

rip-rap swale, where
needed

•

Revegetate shoulders and narrow tread to 6’-8’

5% max

•

Utilize logs, rocks, and chokers where beneficial to
narrow trail tread but do not obstruct drainage

6’ to 8’ natural surface trail

•

Utilize drainage dips to improve trail drainage
and create small trail water sheds. Water bars are
generally discouraged but may be necessary to
improve drainage on steeper segments of existing
logging roads

•

Adjust trail tread to outside edge of road bench

•

Culvert or swale improvements, such as rip-rap, may
also be needed in some areas

narrow tread with logs or
rocks where beneficial; do
not obstruct drainage

Existing Logging Roadbed

Preferred width, height and slopes for renovated multi-use spine trails

10’ to 12’
vertical
clearance
blend
backslope

Drainage dips and water bars to
address drainage issues

Drainage considerations for renovated trails

5% max

full bench

2’ to 4’ natural
Potential swale improvements
such as check-dams or riprap may be
surface trail
necessary at specific locations to mitigate erosion
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New Multi-Use Spine Trails
INTRODUCTION
Renovated multi-use spine trails serve as the backbone of
the proposed MPCA trail system, however in some cases new
trail alignments are needed to connect existing logging roads
or bypass unsustainable segments. New multi-use spine trails
will serve the same intent as the Renovated Multi-use Spine
Trails described on page 39, but will require construction of
a completely new trail.
DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Trail tread width of 6’ to 8’

•

Outslope trails at 3.0-5.0% to promote drainage

•

Create tread watersheds with grade reversals every
20’ - 50’.

•

Construct full bench trails wherever feasible

•

Maintain average trail grades of 10% maximum

•

Clearance and turning radii should accommodate
all users including small maintenance or emergency
vehicles (ATVs, side by sides, etc...)

10’ to 12’
vertical
clearance
blend
backslope

3-5% slope

full bench
6’ to 8’ natural surface trail

Preferred width, height and slopes for new multi-use spine trails.

Tread watersheds every 20-50'

Outslope trails at 3.0-5.0%

Watershed, tread and bench construction considerations for new multi-use spine trails.
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Full bench trail
construction
utilize drainage dips or
water bars to improve
logging road drainage
10’ to 12’
vertical

6’ to 8’ natural surface trail

Existing Logging Roadbed

New Multi-Use Singletrack Trail
INTRODUCTION
New singletrack trails will provide additional recreational
opportunities at MPCA. Trails should be designed to
accommodate a variety of non-motorized trail users including
hikers, mountain bikers, and equestrians.
DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Trail tread width of 2-4’

•

Outslope trails at 5.0% to promote drainage

•

Create tread watersheds with grade reversals every
20’- 50’; obstacles and challenges to be expected

•

Construct full bench trails wherever feasible

•

Maintain average trail grades of 10% maximum

•

Maximum trail grades of up to 20% over short
distances

10’ to 12’
vertical
clearance
blend
backslope

5% max

full bench
2’ to 4’ natural
surface trail
Preferred width, height and slopes for new multi-use
single track trails.

Trail watersheds every 20-50'

Outslope trails at 5.0%

Full bench trail
construction

Watershed, tread and bench construction considerations for new multi-use single-track trails.
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blend
backslope

3-5% slope

full bench
6’ to 8’ natural surface trail

Mountain Bike Flow Trail
INTRODUCTION
The mountain bike flow trail is intended to operate as a
one-way, downhill mountain bike trail with limited need for
pedaling and braking. Features such as banked turns, rolling
terrain, various types of jumps, and consistent trail surfacing

utilize drainage dips or
water bars to improve
logging road drainage

are common elements. The trail design should allow users
to carry momentum through turns and features while still

10’ to 12’
vertical
clearance

promoting a safe experience and reasonable speeds. The
International Mountain Biking Association (IMBA) offers

revegetate shoulders

additional design guidance for flow trails at https://www.

rip-rap swale, where
needed

imba.com/flow-country/trail-characteristics.

5% max

DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Accessible and attractive to a wide range of users
including beginner and advanced mountain bikers

•

Designed to require limited pedaling and braking

•

Offer a range of features including insloped turns,
cambered treads, rollers, jumps, ledge drops and
other features consistently placed along the trail

•

Average trail grade between 5 - 10% in the
descending direction

•

6’ to 8’ natural surface trail

Smooth and consistent trail tread between 3’ - 6’ in
width

•

Existing Logging Roadbed

Mountain Bike Flow Trail (Photo credit: IMBA)

10’ to 12’
vertical
clearance

Maximum sustained trail grades below 20%
blend
backslope

5% max

full bench
2’ to 4’ natural
surface trail
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narrow tread with logs or
rocks where beneficial; do
not obstruct drainage

This Page Intentionally Left Blank
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5

proposed trail system
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Existing logging road at MPCA

Proposed Trail System Overview
The recommended trail system for the MPCA was developed
through extensive public feedback from trail users, neighbors,
and land managers. Volunteers and advocates spent
hundreds of hours hiking and exploring the site to verify
existing conditions and refine preliminary recommendations.

the impact on the site and limit the capital and management
requirements of developing the trail system. Key regional
connections to destinations such as the Mica Peak summit,
Liberty Lake Regional Park, and adjacent recreation lands
such as the Washington DNR property and IEP properties

In order to propose a cohesive and sustainable trail system,

were also considered for future expansion. After working

planners and designers also utilized the existing conditions

extensively with stakeholders, a 13-mile trail system was

analysis and trail suitability analysis, trail design best practices,

agreed upon that included multiple loop options and

and management requirements for Spokane County Parks.

supported a variety of trail users from hikers to equestrians

The resulting trail system provides a thoroughly vetted

to mountain bikers.

approach for balancing trail user access with the project’s
environmental and conservation goals.
The trail system makes efficient use of the site’s many
sustainable logging roads while closing trails that will lead
to long-term environmental impacts or management
problems. New trails were proposed judiciously to minimize
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Non-motorized Trail System Plan
Stacked Loop Layout
The overall MPCA trail system has been organized in a
“stacked loop” layout. This system allows trail users to link
together a variety of loops to create longer hikes or rides and
provide a more diverse trail experience with greater options.
In general, trails closer to the trailhead, such as “trail A” have
been routed to accommodate a wider range of users and
abilities while trails further away from the trailhead, such
as “trail B or C”, are designed to be more challenging. This
concept of creating increasingly challenging trails the farther
Overlooks could provide modest, low-maintenance
amenities that blend with the MPCA environment

users travel away from the primary trail or trailhead, should
be considered during the actual construction of trails as well.

Proposed Amenities and Supporting
Infrastructure
In addition to new trails, a number of new amenities should
be provided at MPCA.
Trailhead Improvements
Limited trailhead parking was a consistent theme that was
brought up through the public input process. Although a new
or expanded parking area would be costly, there are certain
ways that trailhead parking could be optimized. First, parking
stops could be utilized to more clearly delineate spaces in
the parking lot and optimize the layout. Signage designating

trailhead at this time, there are some intermediate measures
that could be taken to better serve trail users. Port-a-potties
should continued to be provided at the MPCA trailhead. In
addition, providing a yard hydrant at the trailhead would
allow trail users to fill up water bottles or provide water for
horses.
Overlooks
The new trail system will connect three significant overlook
areas at key points throughout the site. These overlook areas
should contain modest improvements, such as a log bench
to blend with the surrounding environment.
Wayfinding
A specific wayfinding plan has been developed for MPCA
using Spokane County’s existing open space standard. See
page 66 for details.

Emergency / Maintenance Vehicle Access
The MPCA trail system was developed with emergency
vehicular access in mind. Renovated spine trails were
specified to accommodate an ATV or brush truck and
provide adequate access to most of the property. This access
for authorized vehicles will be beneficial for a variety of uses
including:
•

providing access for emergency responders

optimize the parking space available.

•

facilitating patrols by local rangers

Restrooms were also frequently requested through the

•

facilitating transport of tools and equipment for trail
construction and/or maintenance efforts

specific areas for equestrian parking could also help to

public input. Although Spokane County does not have the
resources to maintain a restroom building at the MPCA
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Utilization of Existing Logging Roads
The plan for the MPCA trail system is focused on renovating
and reusing existing logging roads where feasible. These
previously disturbed routes provide less environmental
impact than cutting new swaths of trail and are already
being used informally as trails. In some cases, some erosion
control treatments may be necessary such as drainage dips,
but many of the logging roads (particularly on the upper
portion of the site) are in satisfactory condition.

Mountain Bike Flow Trail
The trail system plan includes the recommendation for a
mountain bike-specific, downhill-only trail on the southern
portion of the site. This trail was proposed in response to
perceived conflicts between mountain bikers and other
trail users brought up at public meetings. The siting of
the mountain bike flow trail, partially within the powerline
easement, and beyond the main circulation of the trail
system should ensure limited user conflicts. Spokane County
Parks should monitor the success of this strategy and make
adjustments if needed.
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A

Single Track Loop Trail Profile

Length:

1.2 mi

Implementation Flexibility

Proposed Trail Mileage

The trail alignments recommended in this plan reflect

Trail Type

Mileage

the efforts of many hours of careful planning by both the

Renovated Multi-use Spine Trail

7.24

New Multi-use Spine Trail

0.72

Multi-use Single Track

3.01

Mountain Bike Flow Trail

2.65

Total Trail Mileage Proposed

13.62

Planning Team and by local volunteers, however it is fully

Elevation Gain/Loss: 116 ft

expected that deviations from the plan will be necessary

3,400

as the trail system is constructed. A construction buffer of

3,200

200’ from the proposed centerline is recommended to allow
trail construction crews adequate flexibility in determining

3,000
0

2,000

B

4,000

6,000

8,000

the most appropriate final alignment based on site-specific
conditions and trail construction best practices. Deviations

Singletrack Trail Profile

from the plan trail alignments beyond 200’ should be
approved by Spokane County prior to construction.

Length: 1.8 mi
Elevation Gain / Loss: 560 ft

Implementation Considerations

4,600

Estimated New Multi-use Spine Trail Costs
Item

Unit

Qty

Unit Cost

3,801

$4.00

Most of the new trail construction and renovations proposed

Trail Construction Costs

as part of this plan can be completed through volunteer trail

Earthwork/

4,000

groups. However, the new multi-use spine trails proposed

clearing/

3,800

may necessitate the involvement of a contractor due to their

grubbing

wider trail tread. Planning level cost estimates have been

Misc. drainage

prepared (at right) that estimate the investment needed to

structures

construct these smaller segments.

Trail Construction Subtotal

4,400

5.9%

4,200

0

C

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

Mountain Bike Flow Trail Profile:

Length:

Mobilization

941 ft

Contingency

4,200

(20%)

I

3,600
3,400
2,000

4,000

1

$2000

$2000.00
$17,204

6,000

1

LS

$3,440.00

1

LS

$3,440.00

Estimated New Multi-use Spine Trail Cost

%

6.7

3,800

0

LS

(20%)

4,400

4,000

$15,204.00

Contingencies and Other Costs

2.65 mi

Elevation Loss:

LF

Subtotal

8,000

10,000

12,000

14,000
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$24,084

Map 4.1: Recommended Trail System
A
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Trail Decommissioning Plan
Although the construction of new trails and renovation of

Former trails to give way

existing logging roads is a vital part of the MPCA plan, trail

to new multi-use loop.

closures also represent a critical step in implementing a
usable and sustainable trail system. The existing social trails
and logging roads crisscrossing the site create a number of
problems for trail users and land managers including:
•

Confusing wayfinding and navigational challenges;

•

Unnecessary environmental impacts due to
redundant routes;

•

Erosion and maintenance challenges related to
excessive slopes and unsustainable trail construction
methods;

•

Trespassing issues due to trails leading onto private
property; and

•

Dead end routes.

In order to mitigate these issues, a comprehensive trail
decommissioning plan was created. Closing of obsolete trails
and logging roads will simplify navigation for trail users and
mitigate the environmental impacts of excessively steep or

Heavy rutting and erosion
along existing logging road

Trail most open house
participants chose to
exclude.

eroded logging roads and trails. With management oversight
and time, decommissioned trails should return to some
semblance of the pre-trail conditions. Map 4.2 at right depicts
the trails recommended for decommissioning.

Closure of unauthorized
social trails caused by
motorized users
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Map 4.2: Recommended
Decommissioning Plan
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Trail Closures and Decommissioning
Treatments

Revegetation

Due to the costs associated with trail decommissioning,

logging road widths and other disturbed areas should be

treatments have been focused on areas where the trail to be
decommissioned interfaces with the proposed trail system.
The intent is to deter trail access at these locations so that the
rest of the abandoned trail corridor will naturally revegetate
over time. Trail closure treatments have been classified into
three distinct types:
Intensive Trail Decommissioning (see page 54 & 55)
This treatment is recommended for fall line trails and other
trails that are currently eroding or are susceptible to future
erosion. Treatments for these locations attempt to deter trail
user access and slow run-off through specific erosion control
strategies.
Minor Trail Decommissioning (see page 56 & 57)
This treatment is recommended to close existing logging
roads that are currently stabilized and pose limited potential
for erosion. These trails generally have more moderate
slopes and run with the contours. Treatments for these

Existing trails identified for decommissioning, reduced
identified in the field and on plans for review by contractors
for bidding and implementation of restoration measures.
Areas to be seeded should be cultivated to a depth of 4” to
provide a reasonably firm but friable seedbed. Cultivation
should take place no sooner than 2 weeks prior to seeding.
Areas that are inaccessible or have existing native vegetation
that has been disturbed should not be cultivated.
All areas to be seeded, including excavated slopes should
be prepared with a cleated roller, crawler tractor, or similar
equipment that forms longitudinal depressions at least 2
inches deep. This method should be used for stabilization
and preparation of the surface to be seeded. The entire area
should be uniformly covered with longitudinal depressions
formed perpendicular to the natural flow of water on the
slope. The soil should be conditioned when possible with
sufficient water so the longitudinal depressions remain in the
soil surface until completion of the seeding. Areas prepared
for seeding should be in a weed free and bare condition.

locations largely focus on deterring future trail user access.

All bags of seed should be brought to the site in sealed

Singletrack Trail Decommissioning (see page 58 & 59)

seed meets the requirements. Seed which has become wet,

bags and should have seed labels attached showing the

This treatment is recommended for existing single track

moldy, or otherwise damaged in transit or storage will not be

trail areas that were not incorporated into the MPCA trail

accepted.

master plan. Treatments for these locations are intended
to deter future trail user access. In some cases, erosion
control measures, such as check dams may be needed. In
general this type of trail decommissioning can be achieved

Mulching
Loose mulch (wheat or barley straw) should be evenly
applied at the rates indicated below and spread on seeded

by volunteer trail groups with the use of hand tools or small

areas within 48 hours after seeding.

equipment. As such, cost estimates have not been supplied

Distribution of straw mulch material may be applied with a

for this treatment.
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machine that utilizes forced air to blow mulch material on

The following seed mix and rate shall be applied to heavily

seeded areas or by hand.

eroded/disturbed and logging road reclamation areas.

Seed and fertilizer should be applied in a single application

Canada Bluegrass

Poa compressa

15%

followed by the application of mulch.

Sheep Fescue

Festuca ovina

25%

Straw mulch to be spread over seeded areas at a rate

Hard Fescue

Festuca brevipila ‘Durar’

15%

that results in no exposed bare ground greater than 6” in

Sherman

diameter.

Bluegrass

Timing
Seeding should occur in late fall (September 15 – December
15). Germination may not occur until spring.

Big Poa secunda

5%

Mountain Brome

Bromus marginatus

15%

Idaho Fescue

Festuca idahoensis

20%

Alsike Clover

Trifolium hybridum

5%

Broadcast seed at rate of 2 lbs PLS per 1000sf.

Seed Mix and Seeding Rates
The following seed mix and rate should be applied to
wet areas and minimally disturbed restoration and trail
decommission areas.
Slender Wheatgrass

Elymus trachycaulus

10%

Canada Bluegrass

Poa compressa

30%

Sheep Fescue

Festuca ovina

5%

Sherman Big

Poa secunda

5%

Mountain Brome

Bromus marginatus

15%

Idaho Fescue

Festuca idahoensis

20%

Bluebunch

Pseudoroegneria spicata

20%

Bluegrass

Wheatgrass
Broadcast seed at rate of 2 lbs PLS per 1000sf.
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Typical Intensive Trail Decommissioning
Entrance treatments
•

Install a “Closed for restoration” sign at the trail
entrance.

•

Construct a 54”-tall closure berm across the full width
of the trail with 2:1 side slopes. Construct berm so as
not to impact drainage onto the approved trail.

•

•

Logging roads with significant erosion issues would
require stabilization prior to decommissioning

•

Plant ten (10) 12-18” evergreen seedlings behind
each closure berm. Comply with USFS planting
guidelines.
Place slash (logs, branches, duff, or felled trees)
across trail and behind closure berm to clearly
communicate the trail closure. Use on-site slash piles
for material or gain approval from Spokane County
Park to fell adjacent trees.
Erect a temporary, 48” orange safety fence across
the trail entrance. Remove after one year when
vegetation is established.

Trail Recontouring
•

Remove trail bench and recontour existing ruts to
blend slopes with adjacent areas. On sidehill sections,
put fill material in the original cut area to restore a
natural-appearing contour and a natural drainage
pattern.

Erosion Control and Revegetation
•

Scarify and prepare disturbed areas in accordance
with the revegetation recommendations shown on
page 52-53. Seed with approved seed mix.

•

Construct timber check dams or drainage dips to
drain water from the trail.

•

Fill ruts and washouts with slash.

•

Remove any drainage structures such as pipes or
culverts within 50 yards of the established trail.
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Intensive Trail Decommissioning
Item

Unit

Qty

Unit Cost

Subtotal

CY

24

$15.00

$360.00

EA

10

$5.00

$50.00

LS

1

175

$175.00

LS

1

$100.00

$100.00

40

$15.00

$600.00

Entrance Treatments
Closure berm
(24 CY)
Evergreen tree
seedlings
Temporary
Fencing
Place slash

Trail Recontouring
Earthwork

CY

Erosion Control and Revegetation
Timber check

EA

10

$70.00

$700.00

Scarify ground

SF

3000

$0.40

$1,200.00

Seed

SF

3000

$0.10

$300.00

dams

Hard Construction Subtotal

$3,485.00

Contingencies and Other Costs
Mobilization

1

LS

$697.00

1

LS

$697.00

(20%)
Contingency
(20%)
Total per closure

$4,879.00

Typical Intensive Trail Decommissioning- Plan View

Recommended log checkdam detail, Source: USFS

•
Logs used as check dams on decommissioned trail
Source: State of Minnesota, Department of Natural Resources,
2007. Trail Planning, Design and Development Guidelines.
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Typical Minor Trail Decommissioning
Entrance treatments
•

Install a “Closed for restoration” sign at the trail
entrance.

•

Construct a 54”-tall closure berm across the full width
of the trail with 2:1 side slopes. Construct berm so as
not to impact drainage onto the approved trail.

•

•

Logging roads, such as this one, that are relatively
stable would be candidates for minor trail
decommissioning treatments

•

Item
Closure berm
(24 CY)

Place slash (logs, branches, duff, or felled trees)
across trail and behind closure berm to clearly
communicate the trail closure. Use on-site slash piles
for material or gain approval from Spokane County
Parks to fell adjacent trees.

Temporary

Erect a temporary, 48” orange safety fence across
the trail entrance. Remove after one year when
vegetation is established.

Remove trail bench and recontour existing ruts to
blend slopes with adjacent areas. On sidehill sections,
put fill material in the original cut area to restore a
natural-appearing contour and a natural drainage
pattern.

Erosion Control and Revegetation
•

Scarify and prepare disturbed areas in accordance
with the revegetation recommendations shown on
page 52-53. Seed with approved seed mix.

•

Fill ruts and washouts with slash.

•

Remove any drainage structures such as pipes or
culverts within 50 yards of the established trail.
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Unit

Qty

Unit Cost

Subtotal

CY

24

$15.00

$360.00

EA

10

$5.00

$50.00

LS

1

$175.00

$175.00

LS

1

$100.00

$100.00

40

$15.00

$600.00

Entrance Treatments

Plant ten (10) 12-18” evergreen seedlings behind
each closure berm. Comply with USFS planting
guidelines.

Trail Recontouring
•

Minor Trail Decommissioning

Evergreen tree
seedlings
Fencing
Place slash

Trail Recontouring
Earthwork

CY

Erosion Control Vegetation
Scarify ground

SF

3000

$0.40

$1,200.00

Seed

SF

3000

$0.10

$300.00

Hard Construction Subtotal

$2,785.00

Contingencies and Other Costs
Mobilization

1

LS

$557.00

1

LS

$557.00

(20%)
Contingency
(20%)
Total per closure

$3,990.00

Typical Minor Trail Decommissioning- Plan View

Typical closure treatment utilizing tree plantings,
temporary fencing, and a closure berm
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Typical Singletrack Trail Decommissioning
Entrance treatments
•

Install a “Closed for restoration” sign at the trail
entrance.

•

Place slash (logs, branches, duff, or felled trees)
across trail to clearly communicate the trail closure.
Use on-site branches, logs, and deadfall for material.

Erosion Control and Revegetation

Single track trails could be decommissioned largely
through the use of hand tools and placing slash in the
trail.

•

Place slash across the trail tread for the 30 yards
adjacent to the established trail.

•

Place log checkdams on fall-line trails and areas
prone to erosion.

•

Remove any drainage structures such as pipes or
culverts within 30 yards of the established trail.
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Typical Singletrack Trail Decommissioning

Example of trail closure using
slash material; Image source:
State of Minnesota, Department
of Natural Resources, 2007. Trail
Planning, Design and Development
Guidelines.
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Trail Decommissioning Cost Estimates

Overall Trail Decommissioning Estimated Costs

Trail closure treatment locations are shown in Map 4.3

Item

at right. All trail closure locations should be verified in

Intensive Trail

coordination with the field staking and alignment of newly

Decommissioning

proposed trails in order to correctly identify the places where

Sites

“new” and “decommissioned trails” will intersect. In addition,

Minor Trail

trail closure treatments may be upgraded (from minor

Decommissioning

decommissioning to intensive decommissioning) upon more

Sites

detailed field review. Permitting activities such as the State

Singletrack

Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) are excluded from the cost

Decommissioning*

estimates and will be the responsibility of Spokane County

Drainage Structure

or the contractor selected to perform the proposed trail

removal allowance

decommissioning.

Unit Qty

Unit Cost

Subtotal

EA

7

$4,879.00

$34,153.00

EA

30

$3,899.00 $116,970.00

EA

10

$-

$-

LS

1

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

Total

$153,623.00

* Singletrack trail decommissioning anticipated to be
completed by volunteers.
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Map 4.3: Trail Decommissioning
Treatment Map

Avista Access
Road

PRIVATE PROPERTY

Trail subject to
DNR approval

MICA PEAK CONSERVATION AREA

INLAND
EMPIRE
PAPER
COMPANY

DNR PROPERTY

LEGEND
Treatment 1: Intensive Trail Decommissioning
Treatment 2: Minor Trail Decommissioning
Treatment 3: Single Track Decommissioning
Existing /Renovated Spine Trails
Avista Access Roads
Proposed Spine Trails
Proposed Single Track
Proposed Mountain Bike Flow Trail
0

400

800

1600 Feet
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Trail System Phasing
The recommended Mica Peak Non-motorized recreation

roads as trail corridors.

master plan makes efficient use of the site’s many existing

Phase Two

logging roads. This network will create the backbone of much
of the trail system. Additionally, in order to simplify wayfinding
for trail users, minimize environmental impacts, and prevent
unintentional access onto adjacent private properties, the
first step in the construction of the proposed trail system
should include the decommissioning of existing trails and

Phase two of the MPCA trail implementation should
include the development of additional trails to provide loop
opportunities. The loop trail in the northwest corner of the
site would provide the following benefits:
•

Excellent trail for all ages and abilities due to
proximity to the trailhead, modest length, and
gradual grades

•

Location among sparsely-planted trees and southfacing slopes would allow trail to be more usable in
the shoulder season

roads that will not be incorporated into the final trail system.
Once existing trails and roads are decommissioned, efforts
can commence on cutting new trail and rehabilitating existing
trails or logging roads.
Phase One
Phase one would include the renovation of many miles of
existing logging roads to comply with the design guideline’s
renovatred multi-use spine trail recommendations. Phase
one would also include construction of the new multi-use
singletrack trail and the mountain bike flow trail. These
improvements would create a system with a number of
loop options while reusing many of the site’s existing logging
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An additional trail near the top of the site would provide
more loop opportunities for trail users in Phase Two.

Map 4.4: Recommended Trail System
Phasing

Avista Access
Road

PRIVATE PROPERTY

Trail subject to
DNR approval

INLAND
EMPIRE
PAPER
COMPANY
MICA PEAK CONSERVATION AREA

DNR PROPERTY

LEGEND
Phase 1
Phase 2
0

400

800

1600 Feet
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Regional Connectivity
A critical goal of the MPCA Non-motorized recreation plan

to coordinate with IEP to resolve issues such as recreation

is to establish a system that allows for future regional

permit fees, adoption of official trails, potential conflicts with

connections. MPCA borders numerous properties that

timber operations, and seasonal hunting use.

allow

non-motorized recreation such as the Washington

DNR site to the west, and Inland Empire Paper properties to
the south and east. Additionally, LIberty Lake Regional Park
offers potential connectivity if easements or property can be
secured.

A

C

Mica Peak Radar Site Road Connection to Summit

The summit of Mica Peak is the ultimate destination for
many of the users accessing the MPCA. The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) owns and maintains radar facilities
at the Mica Peak summit and the access road leading

Washington DNR Property Connection

from Starr Road to the south, to the radar facilities at the

The Washington DNR property to the west of Mica Peak

summit. Public access is currently prohibited. In order to

presents a unique opportunity to provide a secondary

develop legal access to the summit, Spokane County would

connection to the Mica Peak trailhead and adjacent lands.

need coordinate with the FAA to formalize legal access and

Existing trails within the property are unofficial and have

address security and vandalism concerns created by routing

not been sanctioned by the Washington DNR. In order to

trail users in proximity to FAA facilities.

formalize connections between the DNR property and MPCA,
negotiations between Spokane County and the Washington
DNR would have to address development of official trails,
and potential conflicts between existing timber operations
and recreational uses on the DNR property.

B

Inland Empire Paper Company Property Connection

D

Liberty Lake Regional Park Connection

Connectivity between MPCA and Liberty Lake Regional Park
was identified in the 2014 Spokane County Regional Trail
Plan. Efforts are currently underway by Spokane County to
purchase the IEP property surrounding, and north of the
Mica Peak summit. If these negotiations can be finalized,

The Inland Empire Paper (IEP) Company property to the

Spokane County can then pursue development of an official

southwest of Mica Peak offers access to a number of

trail connection between MPCA and Liberty Lake Regional

unofficial trails and spectacular views of the Palouse.

Park.

In

order to access IEP lands, a recreation permit is required. IEP
has allowed the development of hiking and mountain biking
trails on other properties such as the Empire Trail system
near Spirit Lake, ID. In order to legalize trail connections
between MPCA. and IEP lands, Spokane County would need
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Liberty Lake

Map 4.5: Regional Connectivity

Dosser Reservoir
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A
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0
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Wayfinding System
Wayfinding trail signage is a simple and cost-effective

signs should be posted at intersections with the trail network

strategy to improve the MPCA’s non-motorized trail network.

to inform trail users that the corridor is a utility access road

Development of a clear and intuitive wayfinding system

and not specifically part of the trail system. “No trail user”

was a consistent request throughout the public process. In

signage or gates should also be located where the access

addition to the decommissioning of unnecessary trails and

road leaves the MPCA to help ensure that trail users do not

logging roads, a wayfinding system will vastly improve the

unintentionally trespass onto neighboring properties.

user experience for hikers, equestrians, and mountain bikers

Trail Wayfinding System

at MPCA.

and materials already established and utilized by Spokane

A trail map kiosk should be implemented at the MPCA

County Parks. The standard wayfinding post is shown at left.

trailhead to orient users before setting out to explore the
property. The map kiosk can be simple however it should

NAME

TRAIL

contain the following key components:

APPROACHING
TRAIL JCT
X.X MI

Arrow
S- Straight
L- Left
R- Right
A- Angled

APPROACHING
TRAIL JCT
X.X MI

Trail Name
Top Panel

Approaching
Juncture/
Trailhead
Bottom
Panel

Additional
Bottom Panel
(if needed)

The proposed Mica Peak wayfinding plan adapted methods

Trailhead Wayfinding

•

Trail system map

•

Trail information (distance, elevation gain/loss, etc...)

•

Trail Difficulty ratings

•

Emergency contacts

•

Volunteer information

•

Risk and hazard warnings (one-way trails, technical
trail features, etc...)

•

Responsible recreation tips / trail etiquette

•

Rules and regulations

Avista Access Road Signage
Avista Utilities maintains an access road through MPCA to
access the overhead transmission lines that run north-south
through the property. Although trail users may use this road,
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It contains trail name, approaching trail junction, mileage
and direction. These signs are to be placed directly at all trail
intersections throughout the MPCA system.
All four sides of the post (A,B,C,D) can be utilized for
wayfinding. The sign schedule, presented in the following
section, specifies which information goes on each side
of the sign, as well as where it should be placed within
the intersections. A total of 11 post sings were proposed,
assuring that wayfinding information is visible at all trail
intersections. Mileages shown in the wayfinding schedule
provided on page 68 and 69 should be verified or revisited in
conjunction with field verification of the final trail alignments.

Map 4.6: Wayfinding Signage Plan
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Wayfinding Sign Schedule
Sign Post 2.1

2

Top

Bottom

Arrow

Sign Post 4.1

Sign 4.1

Top

4

FACE A
A

Trail 1

D

Trail 3 Jct. 0.6 MI

S

FACE B
Trail 1

C

1

Trail 1

1
A

Trailhead 1.0 MI

S

C

Trail 1

FACE C
Trail 2

Arrow

Trail 5 Jct. 0.7 MI

S

Trailhead 2.5 MI

S

Trail 3 Jct 0.8 MI

S

Bottom

Arrow

Trail 6 Jct. 1.9 MI

S

Trail 1 Jct. 0.8 MI

S

Trail 1 Jct. 1.1 MI

S

Bottom

Arrow

Downhill traffic
only

N/A

Trailhead 2 MI

L

FACE B

"

"B

Bottom

FACE A

B

Sign 2.1

FACE C
Trail 1 Jct. 0.9 MI

S

Trail 1 Jct. 1.2 MI

S

Trail 4

FACE D
Trail 2

Sign Post 2.2

Sign 2.2

Top

Bottom

Arrow

Sign Post 4.2

Sign 4.2

3

FACE A
Trail 1

D

C

Trail 2
Trail 2

FACE A
FACE B

Trailhead 1.3 MI

S
A

FACE C

2

Top
Trail 4

S

Trail 1 Jct. 0.9 MI

S

Trail 1 Jct. 1.2 MI

S

Bottom

Arrow

Trail 4

B

"

Trail 3 Jct. 0.3 MI

FACE B

B

"

A

FACE C

C

1

4

Trail 3

FACE D
Trail 2

Sign Post 3.1

Sign 3.1

Top

1

3

FACE A
Trail 1

Trail 4 Jct. 0.9 MI

S

Trailhead 1.7 MI

L

Sign Post 5.1

Sign 5.1

Top
FACE A

1

Do not enter

FACE B
A

C

"
B

Trail 1
FACE C
Trail 3
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Trail 4 Jct. 1.0 MI

S

FACE B

A

"B

Trail 1

5

Sign Post 5.2

Sign 5.2 & 5.3

Top

Bottom

Arrow

Sign Post 6.2

Sign 6.2

Top

Trail 1

1

5

Trail 6 Jct. 1.1 MI

S

FACE B
B
D

A

"

C

"A

C

5

Trail 1

B

1

Trailhead 3.2 MI

S

Trail 1 Jct. 1.4 MI

S

4

6
A

FACE C
Trail 5

Bottom

Arrow

Trail 4 Jct

L

Trail 3 Jct. 1.9 MI

S

Trail 1 Jct. 0.4 MI

R

Trail 5 Jct. 0.6 MI

L

Bottom

Arrow

Trail 4 Jct. 0.6 MI

S

Trail 1 Jct. 0.5 MI

S

Trail 1 Jct. 1.3 MI

S

FACE A

FACE A

"

C

Trail 6
FACE C
Trail 4

D
B

FACE D
Trail 6

Sign Post 5.3
Top

Bottom

Arrow

Trail 6 Jct. 1.1 MI

S

Trailhead 3.2 MI

S

Trail 5 211 FT

L

FACE A
Trail 1
FACE B
Trail 1
FACE C
Trail 1
FACE D
Do Not Enter

Sign 6.1

Downhill Traffic S
Only

Sign Post 6.1

1

Top

Bottom

Arrow

Sign Post 6.3

Sign 6.3

Top

FACE A
A

Trail 6

"
B

6

6
Trail 5 Jct. 0.6 MI

R

Trail 4 Jct 0.4 MI

L

FACE B
Trail 1

FACE A

Trailhead 4.3 MI

S

C

Trail 6
FACE B

B

"
A

5

Trail 6
FACE C
Trail 5
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6

conclusion
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Conclusion
Mica Peak Conservation Area represents a tremendous
asset for Spokane County and its residents. The site’s rugged
wilderness, proximity to other open space parcels, dramatic
topography, and spectacular views are attractive to a variety
of recreational trail users. The Mica Peak Non-motorized
Recreation Plan seeks to enhance and protect this important
community asset to ensure it will be enjoyed by future
generations.
This plan has truly been a collaborative effort with various
user groups, advocates, and volunteers making significant
contributions to the plan. Without the help of volunteers,
simply inventorying MPCA’s site conditions and existing
trail network could have taken months. However, with the
help of technology and motivated volunteers, the process
was completed over a few weeks. Specifically, the advocate

Association provided key recommendations that guided the
plan and assisted with valuable field verification of preliminary
recommendations.
The Mica Peak Non-motorized Recreation Plan has provided
a sustainable and collaborative vision for the future of the
property. The plan has sought a balance of accommodating
recreational access while respecting the conservation goals
and intent of the Spokane County Conservation Futures
program. Participation by a variety of user groups has helped
ensure that MPCA will provide adequate opportunities for
non-motorized trail users of all types. With the development
of this plan, Spokane County Parks is poised to develop
MPCA into one of Spokane County’s premier open space
destinations.

groups of Evergreen East Mountain Biking Alliance, the Inland
Empire of Backcountry Horsemen, and the Washington Trails
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